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‘Absolutely grippingAbsolutely gripping… blew me away… Words can’t describe how good this book is.Words can’t describe how good this book is.’ 

Heidi Lynn's Book Reviews

THE USA TODAY TOP 1OO BESTSELLER YOU WON’T WANT TO MISS! 

The high chair lay on its side, a toy elephant and a crumpled green blanket scattered across the floor beside it.The high chair lay on its side, a toy elephant and a crumpled green blanket scattered across the floor beside it.

“She had a baby? Is it—?”“She had a baby? Is it—?”

“The baby’s gone.”“The baby’s gone.”

When Detective Josie QuinnDetective Josie Quinn is called to a large house on the outskirts of the small town of Denton, she’s horrified by

the viciousness of the attack – smashed glass, splintered furniture and blood spattered across the floor. The owner, a

single mother, is fighting for her life, and her newborn baby is missing. 

A beautiful young woman caught fleeing the scene is Josie’s only lead, but when questioned it seems this mysterious

girl doesn’t know who she is, where she’s from or why she’s so terrified…

Is she a witness, a suspect, or the next victim?Is she a witness, a suspect, or the next victim?

As Josie digs deeper, a letter found hidden in the house convinces her the attack, the missing child, and the nameless

woman are linked to a spate of killings across the county, and Josie is faced with a heart-breaking decision...Josie is faced with a heart-breaking decision...
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Should she risk the life of one child to save many others? Or can she find another way to stop this killer before anyShould she risk the life of one child to save many others? Or can she find another way to stop this killer before any

more innocent lives are taken?more innocent lives are taken?

Nail-biting, twisty and impossible to put down. If you love gripping thrillers from Angela Marsons, Robert DugoniNail-biting, twisty and impossible to put down. If you love gripping thrillers from Angela Marsons, Robert Dugoni

and Rachel Caine, you’ll be absolutely hooked!and Rachel Caine, you’ll be absolutely hooked!

What readers are saying about What readers are saying about The Girl With No NameThe Girl With No Name ::

‘Absolutely brilliantAbsolutely brilliant… A story like no other… gripping and emotionalgripping and emotional… I was wrapped up in this story from

beginning to end, shocked by every twist… blown away by so many secrets.shocked by every twist… blown away by so many secrets.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

‘Wow… a total rollercoaster ride of emotions… Wow… a total rollercoaster ride of emotions… had me on the edge of my seat hanging on to every word,edge of my seat hanging on to every word, turning page

after page totally engrossedtotally engrossed… intense, full of action and had plenty of twists… a bloody good read!plenty of twists… a bloody good read!’ Bonnie’s Book
Talk, 5 stars

‘Blooming heckBlooming heck (or words to that effect) what a fantastic storya fantastic story and rollercoaster riderollercoaster ride that was… to say I was addictedI was addicted

to the book from start to finish to the book from start to finish is something of an understatement… it knocks the breath out of you!it knocks the breath out of you!’ Ginger Book
Geek, 5 stars

‘Fast paced and full of punchesFast paced and full of punches all the way through… twisted and turned so much it left me gasping for breath… Iit left me gasping for breath… I

literally could not put it down… an absolute corkerliterally could not put it down… an absolute corker of a book… I absolutely loved it!I absolutely loved it!’ Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars

‘5/5 absolutely brilliant5/5 absolutely brilliant… I was wrapped up in this story from beginning to end, shocked by every twistshocked by every twist and blownblown

away by so many secretsaway by so many secrets.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

‘I love this series. I read this in one sittingI read this in one sitting. Josie Quinn is great binge-reading materialgreat binge-reading material .’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

‘I read this book at breakneck speedI read this book at breakneck speed. I had just downloaded it and next thing I knew I had finished it!next thing I knew I had finished it!’ Goodreads

reviewer, 5 stars

‘I could not put it down!I could not put it down! Seriously, I was hooked from page oneI was hooked from page one. Reading this was like being on an emotional rolleremotional roller

coaster ride!coaster ride!’ Open Book Post, 5 stars

‘Loads of twistsLoads of twists, but that ending though........absolutely brilliant!!absolutely brilliant!! I would highly recommend it. Definitely worth 5Definitely worth 5

stars, if not more!!stars, if not more!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
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